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Istanbul. A woman waiting for her train at a metro station. 



Sibel Kocakain, Kurdish painter and video-maker.



Declaring that in Turkey the position of women is clearly improving and that they will be protected by 
national legislation, the Ankara government has decided to withdraw from the Istanbul Convention, the 
purpose of which is to prevent and combat violence against women. The issue could not be more serious 
given than in 2020 alone Turkey recorded more than 300 cases of femicide, in addition to numerous 
further suspected cases. Many of these crimes went unpunished as the culprits sought to portray the 
victims’ deaths as suicides.

Considering that in 2011 Turkey was the first country to sign this Council of Europe convention, the 
change of route implemented by president Erdogan is clear. The shift, in fact, is increasingly in line 
with the positions of more conservative groups and Islamist factions that have always contested the 
application of the convention, claiming that it undermines the institution of the family by increasing the 
number of divorces and panders to the demands of the LGBT community.

The announcement has triggered a wave of protests in Turkey’s main cities where women, in spite of 
the restrictions introduced as a result of the pandemic and the growing lack of constitutional liberties, 
have protested on the streets to make their voices heard against a president, who with every passing 
day is revealing his true face as an obscurantist autocrat. His stance was clear for the world to see with 
the diplomatic incident that occurred during Ursula von der Leyen’s recent visit to Turkey. 



Istanbul. Turkish women take a selfie near the Galata bridge.



A young woman hanging wool in the courtyard of her house overlooking the Tigris at Hasankeyf, with the pylons of the 12th-century bridge in the background.



Istanbul. Women in a market in the Aksaray area pass by a seller of Turkish flags.



Iznik. A woman passes under the Gate of Istanbul in the walls of the Roman citadel, originally emperor Hadrian’s triumphal arch.



Istanbul. Mother and son on a metro train.



Istanbul. A woman passes by the obelisk of Teodosius, which decorated the center of the ancient Roman Hipprodomus, or circus square.



Istanbul. Two lovers in a café along Istiklal Avenue.



Istanbul. A young woman on a tram.



Istanbul. Girls on the esplanade of the Fatih Mosque at a rally to support Palestine by the Islamic party.



Young and in love on a steamboat on the Bosphorus.



Actress and director Damla Özen wearing a dress showing the photos of many of the 10 October 2015 Ankara attack by two suicide bombers close to Isis in the 
city’s central square, where an anti-government demonstration was taking place.



Istanbul. A tram passes in front of Roman ruins in the Sultan Ahmet neighborhood.



Istanbul. Young people outside a club in a street near Istiklal Avenue.



Istanbul. Waiting for the newlyweds out of a church in the Yeşilköy district, at a Syriac Orthodox Christian wedding. 



Istanbul. A couple leaning against the railing of the Galata bridge, in the background the Süleymaniye mosque.



A Turkish tourist photographed in one of the rock churches located in the archaeological site of Hasankeyf, which has been partially flooded by the lake on the 
Tigri river formed by Ilisu dam.



Veiled women listening to a sermon in the Fatih mosque. Fatih’s neighborhood is one of the most traditionalist in Istanbul.



Istanbul. In a café along Istiklal Avenue.



Istanbul. Women on the lawn in front of Hagia Sophia mosque.



Buket Fildisi and Aysegul Kaya, two activists of the Durduracagiz movement, aiming to stop violence against women in Turkey.



Istanbul. A woman looking at the sea from the Eminönü district with the Galata bridge on the left.



Istanbul. Some girls in front of the Fatih mosque joining a rally to support Palestine.



One of the families that moved into one of the new buildings constructed in new Hasankeyf.



Istanbul. Three friends take pictures of each other in Taksim Square.



Gulvin Dilan Canan, young physiotherapist. “I used to go to the demonstrations with a hardhat and a gas mask to protect myself from the police. The main reason 
of my protest is the laws against women that the government is implementing more and more heavily.”



Istanbul. A bus about to leave the station of Eminönü.



Istanbul. Two girls chat in Gezi Park in the evening.



Istanbul, Sulukule. Wedding party in the Roma district of Kustepe.



Istanbul. A girl checks her phone on the tram.



Girls at a concert by the band Mental.



A veiled woman passing by a bridal gowns shop in the Fatih district. This neighborhood is one of the most traditionalist in Istanbul.



Istanbul. In the square near the Galata bridge, Eminönü district.
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